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ABSTRACT

individuals (e.g. crossover and mutation) are less likely to
have functional effect, potentially stalling the evolutionary
process. Thus, fully understanding the causes of growth
and finding effective and efficient solutions to prevent code
growth that does not interfere with the discovery of better individuals is an important goal. This research hopes to make
progress in these directions.
A leading explanation of code growth is that the growth
occurs to protect individuals against the destructive effects of
crossover, thereby making them more resilient [1,7,9]. By resilient individuals, we mean individuals whose children are
more likely than average to have the same or better fitness
than their parent. It has recently been suggested that code
growth should only be evolutionarily favored when the increased growth actually leads to increased resiliency and further that it generally depends on how the variation operators
(e.g. crossover and mutation) are applied [14]. In particular,
it was hypothesized that, for operators applied with a perindividual probability, larger programs will be more resilient
and growth will be encouraged; whereas, for operators applied with a per-site probability, larger programs will not be
more resilient and code growth will not be encouraged [14].
As an example of this difference, crossover is typically applied with a probability (often 1) per individual, encouraging code growth, while mutation is typically applied with a
probability per site. This means, even with per site mutation,
code growth will occur.
The results presented in this paper have both theoretical
and practical ramifications. Theoretically, they support the
popular hypotheses that code growth does not occur when
crossover is applied at a per-site basis (e.g. longer individuals are subjected to more crossovers), provided that mutation
is also on a per-site basis. They support that code growth is
protective and that, in some cases, the active code (exons) of
the genome can be encouraged to decrease in size. From a
practical standpoint, these results suggest that code growth
can be controlled by changing the way in which the probability of applying the mixing operators is computed.

The authors employ multiple crossovers as a novel natural
extension to crossovers as a mixing operator. They use this as
a framework to explore the ideas of code growth. Empirical
support is given for popular theories for mechanisms of code
growth. Three specific algorithms for multiple crossovers
are compared with classic methods for performance in terms
of fitness and genome size. The details of the performance
of these algorithms is examined in detail for both practical
value and theoretical implications. The authors conclude
that multiple crossovers is a practical scheme for containing
code growth without a significant loss of fitness.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
Genetic Programming []

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance, Theory

Keywords
code bloat, code growth, effective fitness

1.

INTRODUCTION

Code growth (or bloat) is the tendency of variable-length
individuals undergoing simulated evolution to grow progressively larger without corresponding improvements in
fitness. The increase typically consists of genetic information that has little or no functional value. Code growth was
originally observed in genetic programming models - hence
the term code growth - but current research suggests that it
can occur in any variable-length evolutionary model [7, 12].
Code growth can cause a number of serious problems for
evolutionary optimization. Larger individuals often require
significantly more memory for storage. They also use significantly more computational time for evaluation and manipulation of the data structures. Finally, changes to larger

2. BACKGROUND
The tendency of programs generated using genetic programming (GP) to grow without corresponding increases
in fitness (code bloat) is well documented in the GP literature [1,2,6,7,9,12,16,19]. Growth has also been demonstrated
in non-tree based evolutionary paradigms [8–10,14]. Current
research on code growth in GP strongly suggests that it will
occur in any evolutionary technique which uses variable-size
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to disruptive pressures suggests that we may be able to use
this reaction to contain code bloat. Since it is not possible to
remove the disruptive features of crossover and mutation, it
might be possible to have the algorithm avoid bloated entries
if disruption increases by length. Therefore, we propose to
vary the intensity of disruption by varying the number of
crossovers in order to control growth but remain with useful
GP.

representations [7, 12] and Langdon has shown that growth
can occur in non-population based search techniques [3].
In roughly-equivalent theories, Nordin and Banzhaf,
McPhee and Miller, and Blickle and Thiele have argued that
code growth occurs to protect programs against the destructive effects of crossover [1, 7, 9]. Very generally, the theory is that, as the ratio of the size of the functionally important regions (exons) to total genome length decreases,
the probability that a crossover will affect (and in particular damage) functionally important regions also decreases.
Several studies have confirmed that crossover is much more
likely to decrease fitness than to increase fitness (destructive
crossovers) [5, 11, 17, 19] and, in most evolutionary models,
different regions within an individual’s ‘genome’ have different functional importance. The extreme example is inviable
regions [13, 15]: regions that, even if changed, can not have
an effect on the individual’s fitness. There is generally a limit
to how small the functionally important regions of a genome
can get without harming fitness. So, in variable-length individuals, the ratio is manipulated primarily by increasing
the length of regions of the genome that are functionally less
important.
However, a decrease in the ratio of the size of functionally
important regions to total genomic length is only protective
if the probability of changing any given site in the genome
(e.g. bit in a binary GA, node in a tree based GP, etc.) is
independent of the overall genome length. On the contrary, if
the probability of changing a particular site is proportional to
the length of the genome, then adding less important regions
simply increases the overall probability of change.
In particular, in an evolutionary system, mutations are typically applied with a per-site probability. Thus, the probability of changing a functionally important site is independent
of the overall length of the genome. It has been confirmed
that mutations applied with a per-site probability do not encourage growth and can even discourage it [14]. However,
if the number of mutations per individual is fixed, meaning that as the individual grows longer the probability of any
specific site being mutated decreases, then growth is encouraged [17].
Similarly, in tree-based GP, crossover encourages growth
because the probability of a node being affected by crossover
decreases as the size of the tree increases. Each individual
is subjected to one crossover per generation or iteration regardless of the individual’s size and the average size of the
crossed branches (i.e. the average number of nodes affected
by crossover) is generally independent of the individual’s
size. It has been shown that, in models where the number
of sites affected by crossover is a function of the individual’s
size, growth is not encouraged [14].
Previous experiments have explored adjusting mutation
rates with size but have not adjusted crossover rates with
size. If larger individuals would be subjected to more
crossovers, eliminating the protective resilience of a large total genome size, code growth might not occur. Previous work
reviewed above suggests that, in this case, growth will not be
encouraged.
The experiments in this paper are designed to explore this
hypothesis. In addition to examining a significant question
regarding the causes of code growth, the results of these
experiments may demonstrate a novel, and in some sense,
more natural solution to the problem of code growth.
More specifically, the fact that code bloat may be a reaction

1. We hypothesize that, if we increase disruption with
size, that the code will reach a balance between defense
and allowable disruption.
2. Furthermore, we hypothesize that, if the solutions can
be found in the set of solutions whose length produces
only relatively low disruption, the algorithm performance will not be hurt and answer quality in terms of
length will improve.
In the next section, we will explain the test problems and
algorithms we will use. This will be followed by a section
discussing our results for each problem and some general observations.

3. THE TEST PROBLEMS
To test our hypotheses, we use two test problems and
four different approaches to increase the disruptive affects
of crossover with size of the genome. The test problems use
radically-different representations, but both allow variablesize genomes. The four approaches include three ways to
increase disruption and a fourth as a control.
The first problem is the 0-1-4’s problem [18]. This problem
is an idealized problem designed to easily test the insertion
of introns represented by 0’s. The gene is a variable-length
string of 0’s, 1’s and 4’s. The fitness is how close the sum of
the values in the string comes to a given fixed value. In our
case, the value was 100.
The second problem is a general, tree-based GP function
regression problem. This provides an opportunity for a practical demonstration of code growth control. This is a more
practical test problem than the first and can, in conjunction
with the first, be used to suggest that the behaviors we document represent a general rule rather than just an artifact of
a specific problem.
In our experiments, we will try four different approaches
to increase the disruptive pressure on the population (also
referred to as destructive crossover). In all cases, but the control, the total number of crossovers occurring during the mixing phase between two selected parents is dependent on the
sum of the sizes of the parents involved. No attempt is made
to prevent the areas altered by previous crossovers from being selected for alteration again in the same pairing. While
the use of multiple crossovers may seem strange at first, it
is a natural extension of a single crossover and is similar to
the way mutation is used. To some degree, this simulates the
varying number of crossover points that may occur by random processes in biological crossover.
In the HardEdge approach, a size parameter P and a crossover parameter are used. If the average size of the two parents is then the total number of crossovers performed, N ,
is

N
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if
P
otherwise

For a pressure point P = 30 and = 2, one crossover would
be performed when the average size of the parents was less
than or equal to 30, while 3 crossovers would be performed
if the average size was larger. Table 1 shows the number of
crossovers by average size for a typical set of parameters P
and .
In the SoftEdge approach, a size parameter called the
granularity G and a constant are used. The total number
of crossovers performed is:

N



=

details of the algorithm are described in the tableau in Table
2. It is important to note that the size of the crossover segment size for constant crossover is strongly biased to short
lengths. This makes the average size of the crossover essentially a small constant and makes the amount of disruption
similar, within a constant, in size to that seen in tree-based
crossover.
For all the graphs that follow, the median of the population was chosen as the measure. We believe that this best
removes aspects of outliers and allowed us to collect quartile
statistics. However, the use of mean instead does not alter
the appearance of the graphs to any great degree.
Figure 2 shows both the median size and fitness of the populations averaged over 100 runs for the 0-1-4’s problem. Our
control cases correspond to the work of Soule et al. [18]. We
find, as did Soule et al., that crossovers that averaged a constant size encouraged code growth, while crossovers whose
crossover segment grew proportionally showed little code
growth. We also see that the rapidly growing code could afford to maintain a fitness close to maximum throughout the
population, while damage from the proportional crossover
caused less than perfect fitness in the populations.
SoftEdge, HardEdge, and MultiEdge algorithms were also
run on the same problem with all the same conditions as
for constant crossover, except that multiple crossovers were
performed as described in the previous section. This increases the damage done, while preserving the exchange of
genetic material as the mechanism. The parameters control
the strength of the size-relative disruptive pressure. Figure 2
shows that, in all three cases, the size is limited to just below
the size boundary where the increased number of crossovers
begins, although SoftEdge had the unexpected property that
individuals would go beyond a soft edge when it was not required to achieve good fitness only to return to that edge at
some later point. That is, individuals would often approach
a soft edge, pass it, and suddenly come back to it later.
On average, all three methods performed statistically better at limiting size than the proportional crossover control
algorithm. The corresponding fitness graph in the same figure shows that fitness for the three methods is, on average,
better in the population than with the proportional crossover.
The data supports this as a true difference (the error bars do
not intersect as the graph approaches 100 generations for GP
or 2000 generations for GA); however, error bars are not included so that the graphs can remain readable.
In most trials, we ran with sufficient pressure to significantly slow growth. For SoftEdge and MultiEdge, the growth
was stopped by the first increase (edge) in the number of
crossovers, but occasionally the population moved beyond
the first edge to the second edge before being forced back to
the first edge. The result is that some runs have populations
with a median size that is between the first and second increase in the number of crossovers.
For the 0-1-4’s problem, the punishment in terms of numbers of extra crossovers necessary to control code growth was
small. A value of 2 or more was effective for HardEdge,
while a value of 1 or more was effective for SoftEdge and
MultiEdge. In both fitness and code size, SoftEdge was less
effective than either HardEdge or MultiEdge.
One of the more surprising results of these experiments
relates to the concept of resilience, or effective fitness [9].
Effective fitness is the idea that, under the pressures of destructive operators, individuals are more fit if they have a

if < G
otherwise

1

b =G

As the length increases for the 0-1-4’s problem(and as the
number of nodes increases for the symbolic regression problem), a steadily-increasing signal of disruption is applied.
The MultiEdge approach is a cross between the soft and
HardEdge. Parameters G, P , and are chosen. The total
number of crossovers performed is:

N



=



if
P
otherwise

1

b =G

Table 1 shows some typical values of N for various example
parameter settings and crossover schemes. In all non-control
cases, the disruptive pressure can be increased by reducing
the size of parameters P and G, where applicable, and increasing the size of .

Table 1: The Number of Crossovers, N , Dictated by HardEdge (P = 40; = 2), SoftEdge (G = 20; = 1), MultiEdge

P

(

; G = 20;

= 60

Size
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

4.

= 2)

HardEdge
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3

SoftEdge
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5

MultiEdge
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
8
8
10

RESULTS

We first present the results from the experiments on the
problem. Then, we present the GP problem and compare them.
0-1-4’s

4.1 The 0-1-4’s Problem
In this problem, we have a variable-length gene composed
of a string of 0’s, 1’s and 4’s. The fitness function is:
fitness = 100

j100

X

xj

x2 gene

The goal is to maximize the fitness. The maximum fitness is
100. This problem has the nice feature that the 0’s are clearly
introns, the 4’s are an optimal choice for compact code, and
the 1’s allow for smaller steps in fitness so that the loss of a 1
is not as bad as a loss of a 4. For a control, we ran a GA on the
problem with a single 2-point crossover for each mating. The
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fitness, but that active code compression is observed. This
problem had nice diagnostic features, but will this work in
a classic genetic programming environment? In the next section, we pick a problem whose encoding and optimization algorithm are quite different to see if these observations might
have general applicability.

20

4.2 The GP Problem

40

25
Cntl Const 4’s
Cntl Prop 4’s
SoftEdge Heavy 4’s
SoftEdge Medium 4’s
SoftEdge Light 4’s
MultiEdge Heavy 4’s

Median Number of Fours

35

30

15

10

For this problem, we use a symbolic regression problem.
The goal is to use a tree based GP to estimate a function
based on a set of sample points. The function we targeted
4;
3;
was f (x) = x2 3x + 2 with sample points =
2;
1; 0; 1; 2; 3; 4 . Each gene maps directly to an estimating function, fb over the same domain as the target function,
f . The fitness is defined as:

S f

g

5

0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

Generation

fitness =

Figure 1: Average median (the average of the medians)
number of 4’s of individuals over 100 runs of the 0-1-4’s
problem. SoftEdge(G = 5; = 1), SoftEdge(G = 25; = 1),
SoftEdge(G = 50; = 1), MultiEdge(P = 30; G = 20; =
1).

X

x2 S

fx

( ( )

fb(x))2

The goal is to minimize the fitness. The minimum fitness is
0. Double-precision constants were used and crossover was
the only evolutionary operator. We believe that it is the lack
of mutation that accounts for why the GP was not able to
do better for fitness (without mutations, the GP must manipulate available high-precision, non-integer constants to approximate integer constants).
Our control algorithm is a tree-based GP with a population
size of 64. Crossover is a subtree exchange where the root of
the subtree is uniformly selected from all nodes but the root.
It is important to see that, in the majority of cases, the subtree
is very small. This is comparable to the strong bias for short
crossover segments in our constant crossover algorithm in
the previous problem. The details of the GP implementation
can be found in the tableau in Table 3. Finally, for practical
reasons, we control runaway code bloat with a 64; 000 node
allocation limit for the population. This is an average of 1000
nodes per individual. We will indicate in the text where this
affects our results.
In Figure 4, we see that the control algorithm using a single crossover operation results in the expected runaway code
growth. The SoftEdge algorithm, which produces a mild but
ever-increasing resistance to code growth, seems to actually
accelerate code growth! We noticed many occasions where
light but increasing pressure appears to accelerates growth.
We will investigate this more thoroughly in future work. The
apparent flattening of these two curves in later generations
is due to the node allocation clipping. In fact these curves,
when unbounded, rapidly stall the program with huge trees.
For HardEdge and MultiEdge we see that code growth
is contained and asymptotic to the edge imposed by the
P = 150 for these tests. The accompanying fitness graph
shows that, except for SoftEdge, the average median of the
population is the same. Error bars would reinforce this idea,
but were left off for clarity. The performance of SoftEdge is
not as good on average.
Picking a strong enough disruptive pressure was important in getting the code growth contained in GP. This is
demonstrated in Figure 5(Right). Here, we see the HardEdge
algorithm applied with varying degrees of punishment. The
more rapid the rise in number of crossovers with size, the
stronger the disruptive pressure. Both algorithms which had
insufficient pressure demonstrated strong growth. (The flattening of the highest curves is again due to the node allocation limit.) The curves for medium and heavy destruc-

“higher chance of reproducing accurately” [4]. There are two
processes that can improve effective fitness. The first is insertion of introns, or inactive code, which has a protective benefit for the exons. The second is the reduction in either the
number of exons or the size of the active-code region. This
is referred to as active-code compression [4]. In Figure 3, we
see graphs of the average median number of 1s and 0s that
make up the individuals in 100 sample run populations. Notice that, with moderate to heavy application of disruptive
pressure, not only are the introns in the form of 0s removed,
but so are the 1s which only increase the size of the activecode region of the individual. That is, we see a strong push
for active code compression. Figure 1 shows the corresponding increase in 4s to create the needed fitness. All of this is
in strong contrast to the fact that no such compression occurs
for the control algorithms as we see in Figure 3.
We found that the parameters selected for destructive
crossover are critical to the effectiveness of the GA. With parameters that apply too much pressure, we saw that the fitness is sacrificed to some degree in order to minimize size.
With HardEdge, a pressure point set low to where individuals must pass it to achieve maximum fitness does not retard
code bloat, since individuals simply pass the edge in order to
achieve optimum fitness (once the hard edge about the pressure point is passed, there are no more edges to retard code
bloat). Fortunately, the range of parameters that work well
for this problem is large. Even using less-than-optimal parameters, we still see good results.
We also experimented with increasing the destructive
crossover pressure by changing the parameters gradually
during execution. We found the effects most encouraging.
By gradually increasing pressure, we were able to completely
remove all introns (0s) from populations when poor choices
were made for initial parameters. From these results, we believe that destructive crossover may have practical applications for compressing solutions in addition to retarding code
bloat.
We have seen in this section that with the 0-1-4’s problem
not only is code growth severely retarded while maintaining
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Figure 2: Average median size and fitness over 100 runs of individuals for the 0-1-4’s problem. SoftEdge(G = 50;
HardEdge(P = 50; = 4), MultiEdge(P = 50; G = 25; = 1).
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Figure 3: Average median number of ones (Left) and zeros (Right) of individuals over 100 runs of the 0-1-4’s problem.
SoftEdge(G = 5; = 1), SoftEdge(G = 25; = 1), SoftEdge(G = 50; = 1), MultiEdge(P = 30; G = 20; = 1).
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Figure 4: Average median size and fitness of individuals over 100 runs of the function regression problem. SoftEdge(G =
; = 1), HardEdge(P = 150; = 14), HardEdge(P = 150; G = 15; = 1). Note that average median fitness is approximately average best fitness.
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Figure 5: Left: Average median size of individuals in the population over 100 example runs of HardEdge Light(P = 150; =
HardEdge Medium (P = 150; = 9), HardEdge Heavy (P = 150; = 14). Right: Average median size of the population
over 100 runs under various disruptive pressures. All with a P = 150. HardEdge Light (P = 150; = 4), HardEdge Medium
(P = 150; = 9), HardEdge Heavy (P = 150; = 14), MultiEdge Light (P = 150; G = 50; = 4), MultiEdge Medium
(P = 150; G = 15; = 9).

4),

operators. For HardEdge, a P set too low for individuals to
achieve an optimum fitness resulted in the individuals passing P in size and increased code bloat. For SoftEdge, a G set
too low also resulted in increased code bloat. For MultiEdge,
problems only occurred when both P and G were set too low.
A value of 10 or more was required for HardEdge without
elitism while more pressure seemed to be required for elitism
(another unexpected observation).
In general, it appeared from our experiments that the GP
problem required more pressure than the 0-1-4’s problem.
We speculate that this may be because of two factors. First,
the number of nodes disrupted by GP crossover was less
than half of the number of loci disrupted by the GA crossover. And second, the hierarchical nature of the GP tree
tended to better protect the phenotype from crossover affects
than the set-like representation in the GA.

tive pressure, as described by the parameters in the caption
for the figure, are clearly bounded by the edge induced by
P = 150.
An example of several individual runs that exemplify the
size curves of light, medium, and heavy disruptive pressure
is presented in 5(Left). In Figure 5(Left), we see in this one
example that applying too little pressure may result in excessive growth. When enough pressure is applied, growth is
contained. In general for this problem, it was found that a
G P=10 was required for MultiEdge to control the growth.
As in the 0-1-4’s problem if too little pressure is applied, this
may actually encourage code growth! We suspect this is an
adaptive protection mechanism.
For GP, SoftEdge did not supply a strong enough signal
to halt the growth of the trees. We speculate that SoftEdge
is prone to providing a signal that essentially herds the genomes to larger sizes. We are investigating the details of this
accelerated growth mechanism.
Error bars also demonstrate that, in Figure 4, the fitness
for HardEdge is better than the control and the fitness for
SoftEdge is worse than the control. These results were unexpected and should be studied further. This may indicate
that the parameters selected for destructive crossover could
be manipulated to increase the fitness achieved.
The parameters selected for the destructive crossover are,
once again, critical. Unlike the GA, we observed accelerated
code bloat with parameters that applied too little pressure.
There was a ”sweet spot,” where the pressure was not too
low as to cause accelerated code bloat, but not high enough
to sacrifice fitness or GP performance.



5. CONCLUSIONS
We used two very different problems: a variable-length
linear genome and a tree GP to explore the use of multiple
crossovers as a natural means to contain code growth. We
compared three similar multicrossover algorithms to a pair
of control algorithms testing for both size and fitness of the
populations.
Our experiments support the hypothesis that code growth
is a protective response to disruption of crossover. They support the idea that code growth can be controlled by adjusting
the number of crossovers that occur in a mixing operation.
They demonstrated that, in some cases, active code compression can be encouraged. We showed that, with sufficient disruptive pressure, individuals can be encouraged to remain
smaller than a given size, but that, if insufficient disruptive
pressure is applied, it can actually encourage code growth.
Additionally, the experiments seem to indicate that better fitness (as well as worse fitness) can be achieved in special circumstances using destructive crossover.
Of the three new algorithms, MultiEdge and HardEdge
implementations appear to be the best choices for containment of code growth. These implementations have been able

4.3 General Observations
Although these graphs powerfully demonstrate the control of the size of individuals in the 0-1-4’s problem, the
choices of parameters cannot be made completely arbitrarily
and are dependent on the destructiveness of the crossover
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Representation
Recombination

Recombination Probability
Mutation Probability
Parent selection
Survival selection
Population Size
Initialization

Representation
Terminals
Operators
Recombination
Recombination Probability
Mutation
Parent selection
Survival selection
Population Size
Initialization

Table 2: 0s1s4s Parameters
Strings of length n composed of 0s, 1s, and 4s.
constant crossover: 2-Point crossover with a crossover with a random segment length from
the distribution: 50% chance of length 2, 25% chance of length 4, 12:5% chance of length
8, etc.) proportional crossover: 2-Point crossover with a crossover segment length proportional to string length
100%
No mutation
Uniform random
Truncation selection, a new population of 48 was generated and the best 16 selected from
the 48. No elitism.
16

Random. Size uniformly distributed from 10 to 20
Table 3: GP Regression
Binary trees
Constant values (double precision), the variable x
+, , , =
Nodes selected uniformly beneath the root.
100%
None
Tournament, size 5
Generational



64

Random (random depth, number of nodes, and node distribution in the tree)

to consistently eliminate code bloat with proper values for P ,
G, and without harming the fitness.
This work has a lot of potential as a practical means of code
growth containment without sacrificing performance; however, there were also many unexpected observations, such as
the accelerated code bloat seen in the GP for SoftEdge.
This research provides many opportunities for future
work. Key questions for future study include:

9. Can we evolve the parameters for destructive crossover?
In general, our goal will be to continue to examine the
mechanisms of both containment and the unexpected accelerated code growth to better understand how code disruption affects evolutionary processes.
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